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THE INTERNET

The Internet is a network of networks, a group of computers that are plugged together using
phone lines. There is no main computer running the whole thing. Currently, there are about
100 million Internet users. In the U.S., 50,000 new accounts are opened each day.

Internet user statistics:

• Average age: 35
• Median household income: $61,000
• Primarily male
• Most are married
• Most live in the U.S.

An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is a company that connects your computers to the Internet.
All it takes to be an ISP is a phone line and a Tl server system. ISPs can be as big as America
Online or as small as one person in a tiny office.

A modem is the device in your computer that dials up on the phone and connects your computer
to the Internet. Modems come in a range of speeds, which measures how fast they transmit data
over the phone lines. Most businesses with more than 10 people who regularly use the Internet
should get a Tl server, which allows you to route your own calls once they get inside your
company.

To put up a Web page, all you have to do is plug a computer into a direct connection to the
Internet and anyone online can find it your page. Every Web page has a TCPIP address, which
has four different segments, justlike a phone number. Every TCPIP address should be unique
or else it won't work. Most ISPs will take care of registering your TCPIP and domain
addresses.

An intranet is a closed network, like an Internet inside your company. An extranet lets people
outside your company have access to your intranet. You can restrict access to as few or as
many people as you like by using passwords and other security measures.

Email is a simple and very cost-effective way of distributing information. It can be automated
to distribute information to mass populations. If you choose to distribute information to mass
populations that has not solicited it, you are in violation of the federal communication
guidelines. People who send out junk e-mail generally know how to cover their tracks so they
don't get caught. You can create user groups and send one piece of email, which your server
replicates and distributes it to everyone in the group.

A feature called "list serve" lets people subscribe to receive your automated email. Many
companies use their Web sites to send "value pieces" of information to their customers on a
regular basis. If people don't want to receive the regular emails, they reply with an
"unsubscribe" message and automatically get taken off the list. The beauty of list serves is that
the lists grow and grow because people who find value in the information forward it to people
they know who would also find value in it. Once those people receive it, they usually
subscribe.
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Emai1 does have some drawbacks. If your employees are sending dirty jokes or pictures to each
other, you can be held legally responsible for that. So you need to define proper and improper
use of emai1 in your employee handbook. Be sure to include the consequences for misuse and
enforce the policy. If you have a policy but don't enforce it, you can be held liable. Emai1 and
Internet access can be a waste of employee productivity, so you need to manage it and train it.
You can use a server engine that keeps track of the sites your employees visit. You can even set
it up so that managers will receive automatic emai1s when employees visit inappropriate sites.

Contrary to popular belief, America Online and Compuserve are not the Internet. They are
huge groups of computers (with access to the Internet) that licensed some technology to
interpret Web information and display it to users. As a result, they have slower displays
because they have to interpret the information. To use their computers most efficiently, they
keep a lot of information in their buffers so they don't have to pay to go get it and bring it back.
As a result, AOL and Compuserve pages often aren't current because the page is coming from
their buffer space, also called a "cache."

AOL and Compuserve qualify as ISPs because they have gateway access to the Internet. In
fact, AOL is the largest ISP in the country, with 14 million users. AOL and Compuserve also
provide other services (for a fee) that you can't get on the Internet.

THE WORLD WIDE WEB

The World Wide Web has been around for more than 30 years. Web browsers, however, have
only been around since 1993. GUI (graphic user interface) makes it easy for non-techies to
access and use the Web. It provides the ability to send common code to someone else and have
it show up on their screen. As a result, the Web is now useful to the whole world.

Important Web terms include:

• HTTP. This stands for "hypertext transfer protocol." Hypertext is linked text.
Transfer protocol tells your computer how to send the linked text format to the other
computer, using a browser. The first part of every Web address says "http." That
means it uses hypertext transfer protocol to send the information. The directory is
•.www.name.com ••and the document is ••/index.htm .••

• HTML. This stands for "hypertext markup language." This is what one server actually
sends to another. To see what HTML looks like, select "View/page/source" from your
Web browser menu and you'll see a bunch ofprograrnming code, all in text. The
computer doesn't actually send graphics. It sends an address for the graphic and the
browser loads the graphic. Text transfers almost instantly, graphics don't.

• URL. A URL is a "Universal Resource Location." It identifies your address on the
Web. Keep your address as simple as possible so you can market it and people can find
it.
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• FTP. This stands for "File Transfer Protocol," and is used to transfer entire files. FTP
actually transfers faster than HTTP. When transferring files on a Web site, always use
FTP.

• .com. This means the site is run by a commercial organization. A ".com" site can be
located anywhere in the world. ".UK" or ".Can" indicates the site is in England or
Canada.

• .org. The site is run by a nonprofit entity.

• .edu. The site is run by an accredited college or state university.

• .net. The site is run by a reseller of subnetworks.

• Search Engine. A search engine is a program that allows you to search the Web for
specific topics. There are many available and the number is growing all the time. They
all have different features and search criteria, and the "best" one is the one you like to
use. Search engines charge money to list your company higher on the search criteria.
The fastest way to get traffic on your Web site is to pay search engine companies a lot
of money. The cheapest way is to swap links with your partner companies and
customers.

• Internet.net. This is the company in charge of registering all the domain names. They
are supposed to enforce the rules, but the growth rate of domain names is so fast that
they don't have time to say "no" anymore. It's a good idea to register all the names,
especially your company name, you think you might use before someone else takes
them.

If you have the right product or service, the Web can give you better reach, visibility and
distribution. Having a Web page makes it very easy for people to find out about your company.
A Web site can increase sales and reduce distribution and internal costs. It also gives customers
and prospects full-time access to your company. A Web site can be used to gain operational
efficiencies, but it's more about marketing communications and online sales.

When using commercial Web sites, consumers care most about the following:

• Convenience. Customers don't like looking too hard for your Web site, waiting too
long for the page to load or doing any work you expect them to do. The simpler your
Web site, the better. Design your site for the lowest common denominator, for people
who have no experience online or with your company. Use the "three-click rule" in
order to make it as easy as possible for the user. Users can get lost if they have to click
more than three or four times to get to something. Whenever possible, get them to any
piece of information they might want within three clicks or less.

• Fulfillment. Customers want to know if you have actually have and can deliver what
they want.
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• Security. There aren't any security problems on the Internet, even though the media
says otherwise. There has yet to be any credit card fraud on the Internet. Whether it is
encrypted or not, an Internet credit card transaction is safer than any other kind of credit
card transaction. Nevertheless, consumers value security very highly, so you have to
make your customers feel safe doing business on your Web site. Even then, some
people just won't use a credit card on the Internet. Therefore, provide as many options
as possible for people to place orders.

• Education. People want to learn more about your product and services, your company,
your industry, etc. The Web is a very cost-effective way to educate, entertain and
provide timely information to customers and prospects. By doing so, you can build
interactive relationships with your various constituencies. The key is to keep the
information current. You can also offer choices and options users can select from.

When designing your Web site, try to cover as many of these points as possible, because these
are what the consumers care about.

USES FOR THE WEB

The World Wide Web has many practical business applications:

• Marketing communications. The Web allows you to communicate with prospects and
customers in a very cost-effective manner. It also provides a richer delivery method
than any other means. Typical communication involve voice (face to face), fax, phone,
snail mail, advertising, brochures, catalogs and other printed materials. The Web allows
you to deliver information text, graphics, animation, sound video with as little or as
much content as you want. There are some production costs, but very little distribution
costs. It allows you to interact with customers in a way that other marcom methods
don't, and it provides an easy and effective method for gathering customer information.

• Online sales and sales support. Anyone can figure out how to sell books and flowers
on the Internet. The issue for most companies is how to make money or save money. If
you sell directly, make sure you have secure transactions to overcome consumer
paranoia.

• Build customers/vendor relationships. The Internet can provide access to your
internal systems to facilitate vendors and customers getting information, processing
orders, checking inventory, etc.

• Repurposing, publishing or repositioning internal information for publication.
Instead of printing and mailing press releases, you can put them on the Web and make
them available when the consumer wants to access the information. The Web also
makes it much easier and cheaper to update the information.
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• Digital asset management. The Web makes it easy to track scanned-in photos and
other documents.

• Do-it-yourself customer service. The Web allows you to answer customers' questions
and solve their problems faster while costing you less money. You also end up with
higher customer satisfaction. People like solving their own problems as long as you
provide a good, clean way to do it.

Last year, consumers spent $660 million online with about 10 million commercial Web sites.
The number of commercial sites is growing daily. If you are a manufacturer, you no longer
need anyone between you and the consumer. You can cut out the middleman. You make more
money, the customer saves money and everyone is happy. Even complex, very expensive
products can be sold over the Web.

Within a.few years, Java chips will start to show up in all sorts of consumer devices, such as
televisions and other appliances. The chip is small enough to fit on a business card or any
product. If you bring the product near a device reading the chip's radio frequency, it will
automatically bring up the Web pages for the product. If you want product support, simply
bring your laptop next to it and the Web page automatically comes up. This technology will
soon be everywhere.

Experts predict online sales will grow to $526.8 billion by the year 2002,80% of which will be
business to business. They also predict the number of users will grow to 320 million by 2001.
The amazing thing is that only 2.3% of the people in the world have touched a computer
keyboard. The potential for Internet growth is almost unlimited.

People shop online for many reasons, the most important being:

• Fast delivery
• No geographical barriers (you can buy products anywhere, which provides more choice)
• The Web eliminates intermediaries, which lowers the cost

Most industry experts think that within a few years there won't be pricing options for most
products. The difference between products will be the services and other add-ons added to
them.

More and more, it's becoming imperative to have a Web presence because your competitors are
doing it. At the least, you need to have at least an electronic brochure because everyone else
has one. Ifpeople can't find you on the Web with a search engine, they might think you don't
exist. If you have a shoddy Web site, it creates a poor image. Your Web site represents you, so
it should do as good a job, if not better, of any of your traditional marcom pieces.

How To GET PEOPLE To YOUR WEB SITE

When you put up a Web site, don't forget to advertise and market it. Just like a new product,
you have to budget money to promote it. Just because you put a sit up on the Web doesn't
mean the world knows it exists.
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To generate awareness, put your Web sit everywhere-in your brochures, banner ads, at the top
of search engines, radio and TV ads. Use all the media you normally use to promote your
products and services. Put your Web address on your business card.

Once people come to your site, educate them about your products, your industry and things they
care about. Giving them access to more information about you makes it easier for them to
make a buy decision or a relationship decision. If you give them information they value, they
have reasons to come back. That's why it's important to update your content frequently.

Pay attention to price and configuration details. Add rules to the purchase that make sure
customers can't complete a transaction that will leave them dissatisfied. For example, if you
sell computers online, ask customers if they need a monitor, cables, software, etc. to go with it.
Require them to check an exception box if they don't need those things.

Provide links to other resources that your customers may find of value. Answer all customer
emails in a timely manner. Not answering emails is like not answering the phones. Provide
frequent updates to add value and consider offering special rewards for using your site.
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